Abstract-In this paper, the echo state network (ESN) memory capacity, which represents the amount of input data an ESN can store, is analyzed for a new type of deep ESNs. In particular, two deep ESN architectures are studied. First, a parallel deep ESN is proposed in which multiple reservoirs are connected in parallel allowing them to average outputs of multiple ESNs, thus decreasing the prediction error. Then, a series architecture ESN is proposed in which ESN reservoirs are placed in cascade that the output of each ESN is the input of the next ESN in the series. This series ESN architecture can capture more features between the input sequence and the output sequence thus improving the overall prediction accuracy. Fundamental analysis shows that the memory capacity of parallel ESNs is equivalent to that of a traditional shallow ESN, while the memory capacity of series ESNs is smaller than that of a traditional shallow ESN. In terms of normalized root mean square error, simulation results show that the parallel deep ESN achieves 38.5% reduction compared to the traditional shallow ESN while the series deep ESN achieves 16.8% reduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reservoir computing (RC) is a state-space model that follows a fixed state transition structure (known as a reservoir) and an adaptable output [1] . Echo state network (ESN) is considered as one of the simplest forms of the RC model that is useful for processing time series. An ESN typically uses ten times less neurons compared to other recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Furthermore, only the output weight matrix in an ESN needs to be trained [2] . Due to their effectiveness and training simplicity, ESNs have been widely used in many fields [2] - [10] , including time series prediction, wireless networks, and unmanned aerial vehicle control and communication. However, due to the simple structure and randomness of the weight matrices, ESN faces many challenges that include minimizing prediction errors and enhancing prediction accuracy for highly complex systems.
The existing literature such as [8] , [9] , [11] - [15] has studied a number of problems related to ESNs. The authors in [8] introduced a bat algorithm to overcome the influences of initial random weights, thereby improving the effectiveness and robustness of the ESN prediction system. The work in [9] proposed a Kalman filter to improve ESN predictions by recursively training the network output weight. The authors in [11] and [12] proposed simple cycle reservoirs and cycle reservoirs with jumps so as to shorten the trail session for a specific system. The authors in [13] proposed a scale-free highly-clustered ESN (SNESN) to capture a large number of features of the ESN input stream for better predictions. In [14] , the authors proposed a deep self-organizing SHESN so as to construct a large system with a stack of well-trained reservoirs, which improves the prediction ability of the network. However, most of the existing literature such as [8] , [9] , [11] - [14] only tested the prediction capability of ESNs with various datasets but did not focus on the theoretical analysis. The author in [15] introduced the concept of a short-term memory capacity of ESN to provide a quantitative measure of the prediction capability. The work in [16] proposed an ESN-based algorithm and analyzed the memory capacity of the ESN to predict the content request distribution and mobility pattern for mobile users in cloud radio access networks. However, the work in [15] and [16] did not propose a structural solution to minimizing prediction errors stemming from ESN, particularly when dealing with highly complex systems.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose new architectures of ESNs and evaluate their capability of recording the historical data. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that analyzes the prediction capability of deep ESNs. In this regard, our key contributions include:
• To improve and stabilize the prediction accuracy of ESN, we propose deep ESN architectures composed of multiple reservoirs in parallel-connection and series-connection, respectively. The parallel ESN decreases the prediction error by averaging outputs of multiple ESNs. simulation results are presented and analyzed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. DEEP ESNS
In this section, we first introduce the architecture of a traditional shallow ESN. To improve the prediction accuracy of ESNs, we propose two novel deep architectures that rely on ESN: a parallel architecture and a series architecture.
A. Echo State Networks: Preliminaries
An ESN consists of K input units, N reservoir units, and M output units, as shown in Fig. 1 . The activations of input, reservoir, and output units at time t are given by s (t), x (t), and y (t), respectively. The input matrix V ∈ R N ×K represents the transformation from the input units to the reservoir units. The reservoir updating matrix W ∈ R N ×N represents the updating rule of the reservoir units over time. The output matrix U ∈ R M ×N represents the transformation from reservoir to output units.
V and W are constant matrices whose elements take values that are generated randomly in (−1, 1) before the training of ESNs. The reservoir updating matrix W is scaled as follows: W ← αW / |λ max |, where |λ max | is the spectral radius of W and α ∈ (0, 1) is a scaling parameter [17] . The reservoir units and output units are updated with time t as follows:
where f (·) is the activation function, f (·) can be typically defined as a sigmoid or tanh function [1] . An ESN can be trained offline and the output weight matrix U is calculated using ridge regression [18] as follows:
where X holds the reservoir states, I is the identity matrix, λ is the regularization factor greater than 0, and y is a vector of output of training sequence. Since ESN is one of the simplest forms of reservoir computing, the prediction accuracy is affected by the architecture of the ESN, which is generated randomly, as well as, the complexity of the predicted system. Next, we introduce the deep ESNs as a structural solution to improve the prediction accuracy.
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B. Parallel ESN
The architecture of a parallel ESN is shown in Fig. 2. An input sequence s (t) enters L reservoirs simultaneously. V (l) and U (l) represent the input matrix and output matrix for reservoir, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}. The input matrices and reservoir updating matrices are considered to be constant and generated randomly before training. The training process is similar to that of shallow ESNs and all L reservoirs can be trained simultaneously. The output matrices of L reservoirs are determined after training. The units in L reservoirs and the output units are updated as follows:
The output of a parallel ESN is the arithmetic mean of L reservoir outputs, which is given by:
By taking the average of L reservoir outputs, the parallel architecture decreases the prediction error and improves the accuracy. Furthermore, compared to a shallow ESN with L×N neurons, a parallel ESN with L reservoirs costs less in training since it only needs to train L output matrices of M ×N instead of a relatively large output matrix of M × LN .
C. Series ESN
A series ESN consists of L reservoirs, as shown in Fig. 3 . An input sequence s (t) enters into the first reservoir. The output of the previous reservoir will be the input of the following one. Similarly, the input matrices V (l) and reservoir updating matrices W (l) are constant and generated randomly before training. A series ESN is trained sequentially. The first reservoir is trained to predict the output sequence based on the input sequence. L reservoirs are all trained to predict the output of a nonlinear system. The difference between training a series ESN and a parallel ESN is that the first reservoir is trained with the input of the system, while any subsequent reservoir is trained with the output of the previous reservoir. The output matrices U (l) are determined after training. Units in reservoir l and the output of reservoir l are given by:
where l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} and y (0) (t) = s (t). y (L) (t) is the output y (t) of a series ESN.
III. SHORT-TERM MEMORY CAPACITY OF DEEP ESN ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we analyze the short-term memory capacity (MC) of deep ESNs. The short-term MC is used to quantify the memory capability of a recurrent network architecture for recording information from the input stream [1] .
The MC is defined as the squared correlation coefficient between the desired output (k-time-step delayed input signal, s (t − k)) and the observed network output y (t), which can be given as [15] :
where Cov (·) and Var (·) denote the covariance and variance operators, respectively. The short-term MC is defined as:
To quantify the MC of deep ESNs, we first assume that the reservoir updating matrix is given by:
where r represents the reservoir weight, which is set to a constant value prior to ESN training. Based on [1, Appendix B], we define auxiliaries to simplify the derivation as follows: 1) the rotation operator rot k (·) used for cyclically rotating the elements in a k places to the right; 2) the extension matrix of
the diagonal matrix Γ = diag 1, r, r 2 , . . . , r N −1 ; 4) the invertible matrix A = Ω T Γ 2 Ω. Furthermore, we leverage the following result [1] :
. . , N − 1} and i = j. Then, the MC of a parallel ESN can be given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. In a parallel ESN which consists of L single ESNs connected in parallel, we assume that each single ESN's input matrix V (l) guarantees a regular matrix Ω (l) , l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}. Then, the MC of the parallel ESN is
Proof: The input stream s (t) is zero-mean real-valued. The activations of units in reservoir l at time t are given by:
The output matrix of reservoir l is
k , where the covariance matrix of reservoir l's activations is:
and the expectation of the product of reservoir l's activations and k-slot delayed source is given by:
Hence, the output matrix of reservoir l will be:
The output at time t is given by:
In the parallel architecture, the total output is defined as
Hence, the covariance of the output with the k-slot delayed source can be calculated as:
The variance of the observed output will be:
where
and E x (m) (t) x (n) (t) T has similar results to (12).
Hence,
The squared correlation coefficient between the desired output s(t − k) and the network output y(t) is given by:
The MC of the parallel ESN can be derived as follows:
From Theorem 1, we can see that the theoretical MC of the parallel ESN increases with the reservoir size N and reservoir weight r. However, the MC of parallel ESN is similar to that of ESN derived in [1, Theorem 1] . From the perspective of the network structure, the parallel ESN duplicates L ESNs and averages the results, instead of changing the internal structure of the ESN. The advantage of the parallel structure is that it can reduce the prediction error by averaging several reservoir outputs, thereby improving the prediction accuracy. Theorem 1 also shows that the theoretical MC of an ESN can never exceed the reservoir size N , which is also the reservoir's maximum storage for recoding the input streams. The difference between the maximum storage and the theoretical MC implies that an ESN cannot record all the historical data from the input sequence. For the cascading architecture of the series ESN, L reservoirs mean that the MC is constrained by each reservoir, i.e., it decreases L times. In consequence, the MC of the series ESN will be smaller than that of the traditional shallow ESN and the parallel ESN. Due to space limitations, the theoretical analysis of the MC for the series ESN is left for future work.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Next, we evaluate the prediction capability of the proposed deep ESNs by using the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) metric:
whereŷ (t) is the predicted output, y (t) is the target output, · is the mean operator, and Var (·) is the variance operator. The dataset is produced from the nonlinear autoregressive moving average (NARMA) system [19] . The NARMA system is a discrete time system, whose current output depends on both the current input and the previous output. The nonlinearity and recursiveness of NARMA make it difficult to model. We use a fixed-order NARMA time series as the dataset:
where y (t) is the system output at time t, s (t) is the system input at time t, that is generated randomly over a uniformly distribution in the range of (0, 1), and τ captures the dependency length. We denote the length of the training and test sequences by L tr and L te . The first L fo predicted outputs from the training and test sequences are ignored in the calculation of the NRMSE. This is because the reservoir is unstable during the initial training period. Hence, the predicted result during this period is meaningless. Here, we need to note that the amount of the ignored output in a series ESN should be L times larger than that in a parallel ESN. This is because the data in a series ESN needs to enter L reservoirs sequentially. Every time the data enters in a reservoir, the first L fo output will be inaccurate and should be ignored. Hence, the prediction accuracy of the series ESN can be comparable to the accuracy of the parallel ESN. Our detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table I . , we can see some gap between the predicted sequence and the training sequence. The NRMSE of the outputs also increases. This is due to the fact that, when using the test sets, the prediction accuracy is a little lower than when using the training sets. This reduction of the prediction accuracy reveals that the trained parallel ESN and the trained series ESN are not overfitted. Fig. 6 shows that the NRMSE decreases as the reservoir size increases, for all considered ESN architectures. This is due to the fact that the ESN memory capacity is proportional to the reservoir size. Fig. 6 also shows that parallel ESNs have the lowest NRMSE among the three kinds of ESNs. This is due to the fact that, compared to a traditional shallow ESN and a series ESN, a parallel ESN not only mitigates prediction error, but also has the best MC in all considered ESNs. From Fig. 6 , we can see that the NRMSE of series ESNs becomes lower than that of single ESNs after the reservoir size increases to 30. This is due to the fact that the series architecture extracts new features and relations between input and output sequences so as to achieve a more accurate prediction. Fig. 6 shows that the NRMSE of series ESNs is larger than the NRMSE of shallow ESNs when the reservoir size is 10 or 20. This is due to the fact that, when the reservoir size is small, the prediction accuracy of a single ESN is low so that the series ESN captures inaccurate features between the input and output sequences. These inaccurate features lead to a low prediction accuracy for the series ESN. When the reservoir size is relatively small and the prediction result is relatively inaccurate, a prediction error will have a significant impact on the prediction performance. When the reservoir size is N = 50, the NRMSE of the traditional ESN is 0.2048, while the NRMSE resulting from the parallel ESNs and the series ESNs will be 0.1259 and 0.1704. Compared to the traditional ESN, the parallel ESN achieves 38.5% reduction and the series ESN achieves 16.8% reduction in terms of the NRMSE. Fig. 7 shows that the prediction accuracy of the all considered ESNs changes as the dependency length τ of the NARMA system varies. In Fig. 7 , as the dependency length τ increases, the prediction accuracy decreases. This is due to the fact that a larger dependency length τ leads to a more complex NARMA system with a higher order. With the same internal structure, the prediction accuracy of an ESN decreases as the target system becomes more complex. Fig. 7 also shows that series ESNs has the lowest NRMSE as τ increases. This is due to the fact that the series ESN cascades multiple reservoirs, so that more features and relations between the input and the output are extracted. Based on that, the series ESN yields higher prediction accuracy for more complex systems compared to the traditional ESN and the parallel ESN. Fig. 8 shows that the NRMSE of traditional ESNs and parallel ESNs decrease as the reservoir weight r increases, but the NRMSE of series ESNs increases. This is because the MC of parallel ESNs is proportional to r 2N as well as the MC of traditional ESNs.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two novel deep ESN architectures, parallel ESN and series ESN. Compared to a traditional shallow ESN, a parallel ESN decreases the prediction error by averaging multiple separate reservoir outputs, while the series ESN captures new features to predict the system output by cascaded training. We have also analyzed the MC of the parallel deep ESN and we have shown that the MC does not exceed and is arbitrarily close to the reservoir size. Simulation results show that deep ESNs can decrease the prediction error compared to a traditional shallow ESN. In particular, the parallel ESN yields a 38.5% reduction in terms of the NRMSE, and the series ESN yields a 16.8% reduction. 
